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ABSTRACT
Sophisticated computational tools for accurately repre-
senting both natural and artificial light are now avail-
able. These tools may serve to facilitate the designer's
ability to understand the fundamental spatial and archi-
tectural experiences in a given design proposition. This
thesis seeks to enunciate a design praxis that utilizes
computer visualization as the primary exploratory
method for understanding the relations of light to form.
The design of a small library in Boston serves as the
grounds for developing a critical understanding of such
a design praxis. The library type provides a wide variety
of circumstances demanding the control of light as well
as a rich set of precedents in which the use of light is
paramount to the spatial experience. Within the scope of
the design problem, this thesis seeks to articulate a criti-
cal understanding of how design process may be facili-
tated by computational methods of exploration and
representation. In particular it explores the relations of
light to form in architectural design, and how decisions
of space and form may be made based upon the desired
qualities and effects of light.
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Introduction 9
Light and Computer Visualization
The relations between light, material, form, structure
and space may be clarified and enunciated by computa-
tional methods of visualization. A variety of sophisti-
cated tools for visualizing light and space are now
available. These tools significantly impact the ways in
which the architectural designer can understand and rep-
resent light and space. The designer's critical under-
standing of how light builds space through material,
form and structure can be elucidated by such methods of
exploration and representation. In particular, the under-
standing of the building of territorial definitions and
intensifications through various "effects" or "qualities"
of light may be further articulated through computer
visualization.
The effects of light in space are built through material,
form and structure. Our perception of light is primarily
determined by the interaction of light and material.
Material generates certain qualities or effects of light in
space. Form and structure are deployed in materials.
They demarcate the change of light over time, activating
territorial definitions. Territorial or spatial definitions
may be claimed for a variety of uses. The building of
territorial definitions with a certain capacity for use
requires understanding how form, material and structure
can be utilized to control and intensify space through
light. The performance of light is "seen" or "experi-
enced" though material, form and structure, and thus
architecture and space are activated for our own individ-
ual experience.
Multi-section light-cube diagram, June 22, 10:00 am, Boston longitude and lati-
tude. The center image is the plan section, with the images top, bottom, left and
right representing the unfolded vertical sections. Daylight enters through a square
opening in the roof.
10 Introduction
By using computer visualization within the process of
the design activity, new strategies of design exploration
and representation may be developed and further articu-
lated. It is this learning and designing by application,
practice, appropriation, and "doing" that leads to the
enunciation of a design praxis, the very act and process
of designing, that is the heart of this thesis. By using
these visualization tools in the praxis of design, our
understanding of the "qualities" and "effects" of light,
may be clarified and articulated within the framework of
a critical process.
There are a wide range of fundamental questions that
fall out from such an exploration, few of which can be
dealt with fully in this thesis, but all which should be
mentioned at this point. What types of representations
now become useful in making design decisions? How
are these modes of representation similar to and differ-
ent from more traditional representations? How do these
modes of representation offer fundamentally new
insights into design and process? What types of repre-
sentations and tools would further assist in the task of
understanding and making design decisions? These
questions can only be opened up through the activity of
designing as proposed in this thesis. That is, that prob-
lems of representation and exploration are exposed only
through design praxis, the activity, process and "doing"
of design.
Top to Bottom: site plan, plan section, section looking Northwest, section looking North-
east. Each pair of strips represents a sectional-direction and time series from 6:00 am to
6:00 pm. The top strip is for December 22 and the bottom strip is for June 22, Boston lon-
gitude and latitude. The cube has a square opening overhead.
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8:00 am 10:00 am
12:00 pm 2:00 pm 4:00 pm
Multi-section light-box diagrams in time series from 6:00 am to 4:00 pm, June 22, Boston longitude and latitude. The box is oriented along the North/South axis (North
faces to the right on page) and opens to the East. In each composition of five sections, the center image is the plan section, with the images top, bottom, left, and right rep-
resenting the unfolded vertical sections.
6:00 am
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Site plan: Charles River Dam and Museum of Science
Project
The chosen problem for exploring these questions is the
design of a library of approximately 50,000 square feet
on the Charles River in Boston. The library type pro-
vides a rich set of precedents, in which light is used as a
primary material for building spatial experience. The
project evolved by focusing on the use of light in mak-
ing spaces and territories appropriate to the program and
site. The design was developed largely through the use
of various computational tools for visualizing light and
space, in order to begin to enunciate and further articu-
late the questions driving the thesis. The design method
is one that sought to design the "effects" and "qualities"
of light associated with some given use territory. Ulti-
mately, our perception of light as we experience it is
built through material and form. Understanding the
qualities and effects desired for some use is inherently
wrapped up in decisions of material and form. Thus, by
understanding a set of interrelated spatial experiences as
built through light, material, form and structure, the
design process for the project developed outwards from
an interior spatial knowledge.
Site
The site for the project is on the Charles River Basin
adjacent to the Museum of Science. It is bounded on one
edge by Storrow Drive and on the other by the remain-
ing original channel lock for controlling water levels
and boat access. The channel is approximately 50 feet
wide. The other edge of the channel is built by outdoor
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space belonging to the Museum of Science.
There are three main design conditions that the site
offers: light, edge, and public continuity.
First: the site poses three major natural light
problems, 1) relative North/South axis of sight,
2) eastern light that comes in over the land and
city, and 3) western light that comes in over the
water.
Second: the nature of this site creates clear edge
conditions that must be resolved in the design,
the noise and motion of Storrow Drive, on the
one hand, versus the linear land water relation of
the channel, on the other.
Third: at the larger size the opportunity exists to
resolve the continuity of pedestrian access
through the site and around to the other side of
the river.
These problems create a clear set of issues that situate
the building on the site and preference the initial design
actions within the building itself.
Program
The adjacency of the site to the Museum of Science sug-
gests that the program of the library be driven in part by
the needs for science and technology related informa-
tion and research facilities. The library will be equipped
with reading rooms of differing capacity, stack space,
individual and group work spaces, seminar facilities,
computer facilities, offices, and other support uses.
Scope
The scope of the project was intentionally narrow so as
to allow the questions of the thesis to be explored in an
explicit and deep manner. The program of the library
type was chosen because it provided a rich set of prece-
dents that clearly show the centrality of light to design-
ing space. The design of the library was approached by
understanding the use of light, utilizing a certain array
of computational design tools, to build space and rela-
tions appropriate to the program. Focusing the problem
and process in this manner allowed a critical under-
standing of the problems of computation and visualiza-
tion to be developed through the process of the design
activity.
Given that the larger focus of the project was concerned
with design process and the use of computational tools
in that process, the design of the library may be under-
stood as the medium within which the exploration
derived and evolved. This being the case, the project
may be considered as ongoing, since there is much in
the design of the "library" that remains to be resolved.
There is also much that may be further clarified and
explored in understanding the process and use of the
chosen deign media.
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Exploration and Design
The process for this project is one that developed within
the site of the design exploration itself. It can be out-
lined as follows:
Prototype and Analysis (light and site)
light prototypes
sketching
modeling
visualization
organizational studies
sketching
modeling
visualization
Design and Visualization (building project)
sketching
modeling
visualization
Sketching, modeling and visualization were the three
key representational modes within the process. At some
stages, the sketch and the model were used interchange-
ably, at other stages, the sketch was used as a way to
mediate between models, visualizations and iterations in
the design process.
The design process was initiated by making a set of
observations of the fundamental behaviors and prob-
lems of the site. These observations served to locate the
building on the site. They also began to define the criti-
cal requirements for how the building should act archi-
tecturally on the site. These observations are as follows:
PROTOTYPE:
light ---- --
site
LIGHT:
sketch
modelvisuali
DESIGN: Sketch:
sketch
model
visualization
Model:
Visualization:
zation
Model:
Visualization:
SITE:
sketch
model
visualization
Sketch:
Model:
Visualization:
Process flow diagram, indicating relations between different representational strategies in
the process, as well as the relations between the different stage in the process.
Process
16 Process
Diagram indicating site conditions and observations.
1) edge intensification of channel
2) corner as arrival on water
3) light generating qualities of water
4) relative North/South orientation of site
5) low angle East/West sun
6) pedestrian access on site
These observations relate to issues both about architec-
ture as well as light. Based on this set of initial observa-
tions, three dimensional computer study models were
generated. These models were used to quickly visualize
whether and how an idea relating to one of the above
issues worked as part of developing a design proposition
for the site. Thus, they served to further clarify the
observations made about the site. These initial models
usually took no longer than one half hour to build plus
another one half hour to render.
Prototype and Analysis
Two types of study models were used at this early stage
in the design process. The first had to do with respond-
ing to the lighting conditions of the site. The second had
to do with initial attempts at site organization. In the first
case, light was considered in terms of four types of con-
ditions: displaced, overhead, reflected, and screened.
These conditions attempted to categorize in a meaning-
ful way the types of light that one might build with,
given the observations and conditions of the site. These
categories developed as a result of the continued devel-
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opment of models studying how light might be used to
build in the site. In the second case, the site organization
was studied by using colored transparent boxes to
develop a diagram of the building on the site. The use of
transparency and color allowed elements to be placed
within each other, thus offering some three dimensional
spatial sense to the diagram, as well as proposing pro-
grammatic and spatial relations in the design. These
models took into account results from the light study
models. They also served to make projective decisions
that lead to further studies of the lighting conditions.
The lighting conditions can be simply broken down in
terms of the type of light that each provides: indirect or
direct. The odd case here is screened light, which can
build both indirect and direct qualities of light.
Indirect:
displaced
overhead
reflected
screened
Direct:
screened
These conditions can also be broken down in terms of
the site and directional properties of the sun: East/West
or North/South.
East/West:
displaced
overhead
reflected
.. ... ......
. .
. ..
. ...
Clockwise from top left: displaced, reflected, screened and overhead light models.
18 Process
screened
North/South:
overhead
screened
An example of the process at this stage is as follows.
Several studies considering indirect lighting proposi-
tions for the west facing edge of the site were consid-
ered. This edge provided several opportunities:
controlling western light over the water, intensifying the
channel edge, generating the corner. The initial studies
considered only how to control light on the western
edge. This in turn lead to considering how the light
could be used to generate and intensify the edge of the
channel. In the transparency model that was then gener-
ated, these two issues were clearly indicated and dealt
with, but the problem of the corner was opened up. The
corner needed to be articulated as turning from West to
South. This lead to a series of studies considering how
the corner might be built and turned using screen ele-
ments.
Modeling and Visualization
As the problem became one of transitioning from
numerous individualized studies and prototypes to the
problem of providing a building solution, the sketch
started to play a fundamental role. The sketch was the
main tool in mediating between the initial prototypes
and studies, and the larger building design. The sketch
provided a quick and easy way to make projections for
how the early prototypes could be deployed on the site
to start to organize and make a building. The sketch also
provided a means to quickly transition from one itera-
tion of the building design to the next. This was particu-
larly true while the building organization was still being
filled in. But, as the building design became more devel-
oped, it was the visualizations that mediated from model
iteration to model iteration in the design process. Small
images could be generated quite quickly using the same
camera viewpoint from iteration to iteration. These
small images allowed for a crude but not unreasonable
sense of what the space might be like. They also pro-
vided very direct feedback as to whether the quality or
effect of light was working in one place or another as
desired.
Process: transparency diagrams 19
Above: plan diagram, channel edge intensification. Right: transparency diagrams, plan and perspective.
20 Process: light-model (displaced surface light)
rliar
Displaced Surface Model: pass one.
Left: sectional and plan diagrams. Above: visualization of light through displaced surface. Light from sides.
Process: light-model (displaced surface light) 21
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Displaced Surface Model: pass two.
Above: visualization of light through displaced surface. Light from above. Right: sectional and plan diagrams.
22 Process: light-model (displaced surface light)
Displaced Surface Model: pass three. Combination and serial addition of passes one and two.
Left: sectional diagrams. Above: visualization of light through displaced surface.
Process: light-model (displaced surface light) 23
Displaced Surface Model: pass four. Pass three with roof opening.
Above: visualization of light through displaced surface. Right: sectional diagram.
24 Process: light-model (water reflected light)
I
Reflected Light: pass one. Lighting reflecting off of water surface.
Left: sectional diagram. Above: visualization of light reflected up into space off of water surface.
Process: light-model (water reflected light) 25
Reflected Light: pass two. Light reflecting off of water and inclined white reflector.
Above: visualization of light reflection up into space off of water and white reflector. Right: sectional diagram.
26 Process: light-model (water reflected light)
Reflected Light: pass one. Illuminance map on logarithmic scale, contour lines indicate changes in levels.
q
Process: light-model (water reflected light) 27
Reflected Light: pass two. Illuminance map on logarithmic scale, contour lines indicate changes in levels.
28 Process: light-model (overhead reflected light)
.
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opening with no refleco boesc
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Process: light-model (overhead reflected light)
Reflected Light: pass four. Overhead
opening with reflector. Above: sec-
tional diagram. Right: visualization.
30 Process: light-model (overhead reflected light)
Reflected Light: pass three. Overhead opening with no reflector. Illuminance diagram on logarithmic scale, contour lines indicate changes
in levels.
Process: light-model (overhead reflected light)
Reflected Light: pass four. Overhead opening with reflector. Illuminance diagram logarithmic scale, contour lines indicate changes in lev-
32 Process: light-model (overhead light)
Overhead South facing louvre system at 45 degrees. 8:00 am to 4:00 pm in one hour steps. Top: December 22. Middle: March 22. Bottom: June 22.
Process: light-model (overhead light) 33
Overhead South facing louvre system at 60 degrees. 8:00 am to 4:00 pm in one hour steps. Top: December 22. Middle: March 22. Bottom: June 22.
34 Process: light-model (overhead light)
MINK"
Overhead South facing light scoop system. 8:00 am to 4:00 pm in one hour steps. Top: December 22. Middle: March 22. Bottom: June 22.
Process: light-model (overhead channel) 35
Above: overhead North/South channel.Top: 6:00 am to 6:00 pm, December 22,
Mach 22, June 22. Right: sectional diagram.
36 Process: light-model (screens)
PS
~* it.
Top: structural screens options used to turn corner facing South to West, open to dense. Bottom: 6:00 am to 6:00 pm, December 22, Mach 22, June 22.
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Process: light-model (screens) 37
L
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Top: quarter circle structural screen used to turn corner facing South to West, open to closed. Bottom: 6:00 am to 6:00 pm, December 22, Mach 22, June 22.
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38 Process: study models
Views from study model, North is up on page. Model attempts to show differentiation of built edges with respect to light and sound. Water edge is more open or built by
light controlling devices while land edge is built harder to keep out sound of Storrow Drive and city.
Process: study models 39
Above: plan diagram (north on arrow). Top right: sectional diagram at corner. Right: lobby space (slack between bars) at different times of day.

Library 41
The library is built with two bars, one responding to the
channel/water edge and the other to the land/city charac-
ter of the urban edge. The bars are deployed in order to
generate the experience of moving into the building and
down to the water at the corner. The slack space
between the two bars creates a courtyard territory with
open vertical section to the roof. The land/city bar holds
the stacks and administrative functions, while the bar on
the channel/water edge holds a variety of reading spaces
and more active uses. The territories generated in the
land/city bar are meant to be contained and interior,
while the territories generated on the channel/water bar
are meant to have a more screen like quality with a vari-
ety of sizes for occupation. The section changes a total
of four feet between entrance and the water corner,
moving down two feet into the courtyard and another
two feet down to the corner. This sectional change helps
to intensify the experience of getting to the water and
the light. The access zones for each wing have different
characteristics as well. The eastern access zone has a
more linear and vertical quality while the western access
zone appears more horizontal and compressed in char-
acter. This differentiation in the characters of the land/
city bar and the channel/water bar is driven largely by
the quality if the light in the different territories.
The following sets of images attempt to represent dis-
crete and coherent events within the building. Each set
is preceded by a group of smaller images indicating
some sequence or set of relations to follow with the full
page images. A small plan diagram is also included to
help indicate the territory being examined by the set.
Channel/Water Bar
Top: view Northeast approaching library. Bottom: ground floor plan.
42 Library: model axonometrics
Axonometric of building.
Library: model axonometrics 43
0a
Axonometric of screens.
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44 Library: horizontal sections
Ground floor section, 3:00 pm June 22.
Library: horizontal sections 45
First floor section, 3:00 pm June 22.
46 Library: horizontal sections
Plan section diagram.
Library: horizontal sections 47
Plan section diagram.
0
48 Library: east sections
Top: water edge, section facing East. Bottom: city edge, section facing East.
Library: west sections 49
Top: city edge, section facing West. Bottom: water edge, section facing West.
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50 Library: north section
North facing section through courtyard.
Library: south section 51
South facing section through courtyard.
52 Library: section diagrams
Section diagram facing North through courtyard from water on left to land on right.
Library: section diagrams 53
Section diagram facing North through courtyard from water on left to land on right.
54 Library: elevations
City edge, East elevation.
Library: elevations 55
Water edge, West elevation.
56 Library: entry
Entry Zone. Approach. Plaza.
Library: entry 57
View South to courtyard. View Southeast. View Southwest.
58 Library: entry
Early concept sketch of entrance.
Library: entry 59
View approaching library entrance from Northeast.
60 Library: entry
View of entry plaza demonstrating entry experience under solid compressive element towards light and water.
Library: entry
View South upon entering, compression from above moves the individual out into the section and towards the light.
62 Library: entry
View Southeast to lobby area with visual connection to city side edge and setting up the East access zone.
Library: entry 63
View Southwest from lobby area to water corner and West edge.
64 Library: courtyard
View South along East access zone. View South in courtyard. View North back to entrance.
Courtyard Territory.
Library: courtyard 65
View South along East access zone. Note vertical quality of zone in this view.
66 Library: courtyard
View South in courtyard. Vertical section is reinforced by columns. Note vertical quality of East access zone on left vs. horizontal quality of West access zone on right.
Library: courtyard 67
View North looking back to entry and overhead compressive element.
68 Library: west access zone
View South to water and corner. View South before turning down to corner. View North from previous view.
View North.
Library: west access zone 69
View South from North end of access zone. View South on second floor. View North on second floor.
West Access Zone.
70 Library: west access zone
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View South to water and corner. Note horizontal and compressive quality of the zone from this view point.
Library: west access zone 71
View South before turning right and down into corner territory.
72 Library: west access zone
View North from previous view position with courtyard to right.
Library: west access zone 73
View North. Note horizontal quality on left vs. vertical quality on right.
74 Library: west access zone
View South from Northern point of access zone.
Library: west access zone 75
View South on second floor.
76 Library: west access zone
View North on second floor.
Library: west access zone 77
78 Library: east access zone
East Access Zone. View South. View North.
View South on second floor. View North on second floor.
Library: east access zone 79
View North on second floor overlooking courtyard.
80 Library: east access zone
View South.
0
Library: east access zone 81
View North.
82 Library: east access zone
View South on second floor.
Library: east access zone 83
View North on second floor.
84 Library: east access zone
View North on second floor overlooking courtyard.
Library: east access zone 85
86 Library: corner and water zone
View West to water zone. View Southwest to corner and water.
View Northwest in corner.
View West in corner.
View North in corner.
View South to corner.
Library: corner and water zone 87
Corner and Water Zones.
View North at Western edge. View East across inlet water room. View South in corner zone screen territory.
View South to corner.
88 Library: corner and water zone
View West entering corner from west access zone.
Library: corner and water zone 89
View Southwest into corner territory.
90 Library: corner and water zone
View West standing in corner.
Library: corner and water zone 91
View Northwest along western edge.
92 Library: corner and water zone
View North.
Library: corner and water zone 93
View North at western edge.
94 Library: corner and water zone
View East across inlet water room.
Library: corner and water zone 95
View South in corner zone screen territory.
96 Library: corner and water zone
View South to corner.
Library: corner and water zone 97
View South.
98 Library: inlet
Inlet. View Northwest to water corner. View Northeast to water corner.
Library: inlet 99
View Northeast to inlet.
View Northeast to water corner and inlet.View North to inlet. View Northeast to western edge.
100 Library: inlet
View Northwest to water corner.
Library: inlet 101
View Northeast to water corner.
102 Library: inlet
View Northeast to inlet.
Library: inlet
View North to inlet.
103
104 Library: inlet
View Northwest to water corner and inlet.
Library: inlet 105
View Northwest to western edge across inlet.
106 Library: effects
View West, displaced light. View North, displaced light as screen.
Effects.
View North, displaced light zone.
View Southwest, second floor overhead light.
View West, light scoop zone.
Library: effects 107
View North in displaced light.
View Northeast, side light. View Southwest, second floor screen. View Southeast, screen territory.
View Northwest, light territories. View North, light scoop wall.
108 Library: effects
View West, displaced light.
Library: effects 109
View Northwest, displaced light as screen.
110 Library: effects
View North, displaced light building zone and territorial definition.
Library: effects
View North in displaced light territory.
112 Library: effects
View Northeast, side light.
Library: effects 113
View Southwest, second floor overhead light.
m
114 Library: effects
View Southeast, use territory built by screen.
Library: effects 115
View Southwest, second floor screen.
116 Library: effects
View West, light scoop zone.
Library: effects 117
View Northwest, light territories.
118 Library: effects
View North, light scoop wall.
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Careful consideration must be given over to the uses of
computer modeling in design education. As demon-
strated in this thesis, the so-called 'computer model' is
far more than the construction or replication of design
geometry in the virtual three-dimensional domain of the
computer. Through design driven interactions with a
computer model, one can gain an enormous amount of
knowledge about a given proposition. One can begin to
explore and understand the behavior of light in space;
the construction of a detail, part or device; or how some
building proposal might actually be put together in the
real and physical world. In typical design education,
computer modeling is taught largely as a representa-
tional strategy, that is, the design is mostly completed
and must now be re-presented in a slick fashion. It is not
taught as a means for making thoughtful decisions about
space, nor is it taught as an exploratory method for
developing and evaluating variable propositions.
The computer model is a dynamic medium unlike any
other in the designer's repertoire of decision making
tools. It allows the designer to "enter into" the space of
the design proposition in both an experiential and ana-
lytic manner. It can be used to generate an enormous
amount of design and process knowledge. One can
explore the experiential aspects of a design from a mul-
tiplicity of viewpoints in an iterative fashion over the
course of the design. The very process of constructing a
computer model can help to provide knowledge of how
a building might actually come to be built, perhaps more
so than normative design methods based on more tradi-
tional tools.
The process of modeling in the computer is completely
"on site," all decisions are made within the domain of
the virtual site. Students must be taught how to make
decisions within the scope of such "on site" interactions.
They must also learn to evaluate, in a critical manner,
the quantitative and qualitative visual information
gained from computationally driven design interactions.
Given a critical approach to modeling, one can begin to
understand the problems associated with putting a build-
ing together, getting it to stand up, getting light inside,
and generating habitable territory.
This increased design "resolution," caused by the con-
structive and exploratory uses of computer modeling,
removes a level of uncertainty from the outcome of the
design proposition. Currently, design criticism takes
place within this territory of uncertainty. It is the terri-
tory between the designer's expressed intent and the
proposition at hand into which the critic steps and
projects his or her own propositions for the design. But
with an increased design "resolution," criticism in
design education must now find new territory in which
to operate. It must now learn to speak more directly to
the methods and processes of making design decisions
based on knowledge gained though a certain class of
exploratory interactions.
120
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